An Opportunity to Grow in the Highest Professional Working Environment

Electrical Engineers
Physicists
Mathematicians

Technical representatives of the MITRE Corporation will be conducting interviews on campus

November 9, 1962

MITRE designs and develops systems that enable our military commanders to detect threats and react instantly. Typical systems include Nuclear Detection and Warning Systems, North American Air Defense Combat Operations Center, and Site Defense Operations Center. MITRE is also experimenting with techniques for future air traffic control systems.

For the young systems engineer there is no more rewarding work than to interact with the top men in your field. You work in an atmosphere that allows you to extend your capabilities professionally and academically.

At MITRE, men trained in single disciplines are encouraged to grow beyond their original fields of interest. Systems designers learn to work from an increasingly broad base.

You may work in such diverse areas as information theory, computer design, display techniques, propagation, or human engineering. You may also analyze, you may develop, you may consider political, socialistic and social factors...as well as the available and predictable technology.

Requirements - B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in these disciplines - electrical engineers, physicists, mathematicians, are MITRE located in pleasant, suburban Boston. An interview will be conducted in the Technical Operations, the MITRE Corporation, Box 268, Dept. 679, Bedford, Mass.
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